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Summary
Background and aim: Quantitative assessments of liver ﬁbrosis using second-harmonic
generation/two-photon excited ﬂuorescence microscopy provide greater sensitivity and accuracy than collagen proportionate area while eliminating operator-dependent variation in the
staining process. In conjunction with sophisticated image analysis algorithms and feature selection, we might reduce the computation cost in future and narrow down the candidates for
further clinical studies.
Methods: We sampled a total of 244 liver specimens from patients with hepatitis B viral infections who underwent liver biopsy or liver resection at the National Taiwan University Hospital.
The samples were then imaged using a Genesis (HistoIndex Pte. Ltd, Singapore) system, wherein
second-harmonic generation microscopy was used to visualize collagen, and two-photon excited
ﬂuorescence microscopy was used to visualize other cell structures. We used 100 morphological
features extracted from the images to assess correlations with METAVIR ﬁbrosis scores.
Results: Out of 100 quantitative measurements, 76 showed signiﬁcant correlation with METAVIR
scoring, thereby enabling the statistical discrimination of patients in various stages of the
disease. These 76 features were also narrowed down by the nonlinear test to 10 candidate
measurements, which can be further investigated in detail.

Abbreviations: SHG, second-harmonic generation; TPEF, two-photon excited ﬂuorescence; ROC, receiver operating characteristic; AUC,
area under the ROC curve; SVM, support vector machine.
∗ Corresponding author at Department of Surgery, National Taiwan University Hospital, 7 Chung-Shan South Road, Taipei 10002, Taiwan.
E-mail address: skyntuh@gmail.com (K.-W. Huang).
1 Both authors contributed equally as ﬁrst authors.
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Conclusions: Our experimental results showed that the model with 10 selected features can
beat the one with second-harmonic generation only, and performed equivalently well compared
the model with 76 features, especially for early-stage discrimination. Features presenting signiﬁcant correlation were used to ﬁt a single combined index in order to predict pathological
staging, thereby making it possible to reveal incremental progress during treatment.
© 2019 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Chronic hepatitis B infection is a global healthcare problem [1]. Hepatitis B virus replication induces hepatocyte
injury and liver ﬁbrosis. Over the long-term, this can result
in cirrhosis, a major risk factor of hepatocellular carcinoma
[2—4]. Liver ﬁbrosis is associated with the excessive accumulation of extracellular matrix proteins following injury
to hepatocytes [5—8]. New medications and antiviral therapies designed to halt this harmful progression have been
shown to reverse ﬁbrosis and even promote cirrhosis regression [4,9,10]. Quantitative assessment as to the extent of
liver ﬁbrosis is required to objectively evaluate the efﬁcacy of medication. Conventional quantitative scores of
liver ﬁbrosis were derived from the staging systems introduced by pathologists, such as the Ishak [11] and METAVIR
systems [12]. However, semi-quantitative systems introduce inter-observer discrepancies [13—15]. Limitations with
regard to sensitivity and accuracy render this approach too
rough for the evaluation of drug efﬁcacy. In this study,
we developed a system for the quantitative assessment
of liver ﬁbrosis by using algorithms, which provide reproducible results that are not prone to the inter-observer
discrepancy and are more accurate than conventional
methods.
In the proposed system, liver ﬁbrosis is evaluated from
the images obtained using second-harmonic generation
(SHG)/two-photon excited ﬂuorescence (TPEF) microscopy
(HistoIndex Pte. Ltd, Singapore). Collagen in the liver can be
observed using SHG microscopy, and TPEF images recorded
simultaneously with SHG clearly reveal the morphology of
hepatocytes and other histologic parameters indicative of
ﬁbrosis [16—21]. Besides liver studies [22—24], SHG/TPEF
technologies were also applied in examining other organs
[25—30]. The fact that this is a stain-free process makes it
convenient to use just one unstained slide of each of the
existing samples archived from surgery as well as existing
clinical data for assessments.
Using sophisticated image analysis algorithms, we were
able to extract 100 morphological feature parameters from
the SHG/TPEF images, including the collagen percent area,
collagen strings, and collagen connectivity, over the entire
scanning area as well as in speciﬁc areas (i.e., the portal,
septal and ﬁbrillary regions) [31]. A full list of parameters is included in Table 1. This study was conducted
using archived samples in order to evaluate the consistency
between our automated results and those determined previously by pathologists.

Our results demonstrate that SHG/TPEF imaging technology in conjunction with advanced quantitative assessment
technology can be used to minimize potential inter- and
intra-observer discrepancies, resulting in reproducible,
quantitative results for use as a reference by physicians.

Methods
Patient selection and tissue preparation
Sampling was conducted on liver specimens obtained from
244 patients with chronic hepatitis B viral infection who
underwent liver biopsy or liver resection at National Taiwan University Hospital. (Fig. 1) Written informed consent
was received from all patients before liver specimens
were obtained. The tissue preparation was the same as
standard parafﬁn histology. The dissected samples were
ﬁxed in phosphate-buffered neutral formalin, embedded in
parafﬁn, and cut into 5-m-thick sections. Sections were
deparafﬁnized followed by mounting tissue sections. The
glycergel mounting medium (Dako, USA) was used to adhere
to the coverslip. All samples were prepared according to
the guidelines of the pathology laboratory in our hospital. The demographics and background characteristics of
the patients are summarized in Table 2. Liver ﬁbrosis was
graded by pathologists using the METAVIR scoring system,
and the data were obtained from patient medical records.
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of National
Taiwan University Hospital, and the study was carried out in
accordance with the approved guidelines.

Image acquisition system
2D Images were acquired on unstained sections of tissue
samples, using a Genesis (HistoIndex Pte. Ltd, Singapore)
system, in which SHG microscopy was used to visualize collagen, and TPEF microscopy was used to visualize other cell
structures.
The samples were laser-excited at 780 nm, SHG signals were recorded at 387/11 nm, and TPEF signals were
recorded at 550/88 nm. Images were acquired at 20× magniﬁcation with a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels to produce
images with dimensions of 200 m × 200 m. Multiple adjacent images were combined to cover large areas. A total of
10 three-by-three, multi-tile images were required to cover
most of the human biopsy samples, resulting in a ﬁnal image
size of 3.6 mm2 (10 × 0.6 × 0.6 mm).
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Table 1 The 100 feature abbreviation and p-values tested with respect to METAVIR stages, a total 76 features (with * in front
of the abbreviation) were shown to be signiﬁcantly correlated with METAVIR stages (P < 0.0001). Please see references [16] and
[31] for the detailed meaning of each feature and the algorithms that were used.
NO.

Abbreviation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Stage
TPE
*SHG
*Agg
*Dis
*NoStr
*NoShortStr
*NoLongStr
*NoThinStr
*NoThickStr
*StrArea
*StrLength
*StrWidth
*StrEccentricity
*StrSolidity
*StrPerimeter
StrOrientation
*NoXlink
*Portal
*PortalAGG
*PortalDIS
*NoStrP
*NoShortStrP
*NoLongStrP
*NoThinStrP
*NoThickStrP
*StrAreaP
*StrLengthP
*StrWidthP
*NoStrPA
*NoShortStrPA
*NoLongStrPA
*NoThinStrPA
*NoThickStrPA
*StrAreaPA
*StrLengthPA
*StrWidthPA
*NoStrPD
*NoShortStrPD
*NoLongStrPD
NoThinStrPD
*NoThickStrPD
*StrAreaPD
*StrLengthPD
*StrWidthPD
*NoXlinkP
*Septal
*SeptalAGG
SeptalDIS
*NoStrS
*NoShortStrS
*NoLongStrS
NoThinStrS
*NoThickStrS
*StrAreaS

P-value

Description

1.37E-09
4.70E-09
2.46E-09
6.70E-13
6.55E-13
1.83E-10
1.46E-09
1.52E-13
3.63E-08
3.67E-11
1.51E-11
7.59E-13
4.90E-13
2.07E-10
5.24E-01
3.59E-11
7.49E-09
1.69E-08
8.39E-09
2.88E-11
2.67E-12
2.56E-08
1.24E-08
6.61E-12
2.58E-07
2.88E-09
1.06E-09
7.30E-12
4.92E-12
9.21E-09
2.13E-09
1.09E-11
2.12E-07
7.27E-10
4.76E-10
1.74E-06
1.29E-06
3.70E-05
1.24E-04
1.59E-07
3.05E-06
3.86E-06
1.13E-06
8.86E-11
2.50E-06
2.44E-06
2.12E-04
6.62E-06
6.33E-05
9.34E-07
2.97E-04
1.26E-06
1.08E-06

Stage
TPEF Percentage (Tissue Percentage)
SHG Percentage (Collagen Percentage)
Aggregated Collagen Percentage
Distributed Collagen Percentage
Number of Strings (Axis ratio < = 0.5)
Number of Short Strings (Length < = 20 m)
Number of Long Strings (Length > 20 m)
Number of Thin Strings (Axis ratio < = 0.25)
Number of Thick Strings (Axis ratio > 0.25)
String Area
String Length
String Width
String Eccentricity
String Solidity
String Perimeter
String Orientation
Number of Crosslinks
Portal Collagen Percentage
Portal Aggregated Collagen Percentage
Portal Distributed Collagen Percentage
Number of Strings (Portal)
Number of Short Strings (Portal)
Number of Long Strings (Portal)
Number of Thin Strings (Portal)
Number of Thick Strings (Portal)
String Area (Portal)
String Length (Portal)
String Width (Portal)
Number of Strings (Portal and Aggregated)
Number of Short Strings (Portal and Aggregated)
Number of Long Strings (Portal and Aggregated)
Number of Thin Strings (Portal and Aggregated)
Number of Thick Strings (Portal and Aggregated)
String Area (Portal and Aggregated)
String Length (Portal and Aggregated)
String Width (Portal and Aggregated)
Number of Strings (Portal and Distributed)
Number of Short Strings (Portal and Distributed)
Number of Long Strings (Portal and Distributed)
Number of Thin Strings (Portal and Distributed)
Number of Thick Strings (Portal and Distributed)
String Area (Portal and Distributed)
String Length (Portal and Distributed)
String Width (Portal and Distributed)
Number of Crosslinks (Portal)
Septal Collagen Percentage
Septal Aggregated Collagen Percentage
Septal Distributed Collagen Percentage
Number of Strings (Septal)
Number of Short Strings (Septal)
Number of Long Strings (Septal)
Number of Thin Strings (Septal)
Number of Thick Strings (Septal)
String Area (Septal)
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Table 1 (Continued)
NO.

Abbreviation

P-value

Description

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

*StrLengthS
*StrWidthS
*NoStrSA
NoShortStrSA
*NoLongStrSA
NoThinStrSA
*NoThickStrSA
*StrAreaSA
*StrLengthSA
*StrWidthSA
*NoStrSD
*NoShortStrSD
NoLongStrSD
*NoThinStrSD
NoThickStrSD
*StrAreaSD
*StrLengthSD
*StrWidthSD
*NoXlinkS
Fibrillar
*FibrillarAGG
FibrillarDIS
*NoStrF
NoShortStrF
*NoLongStrF
*NoThinStrF
NoThickStrF
*StrAreaF
*StrLengthF
*StrWidthF
*NoStrFA
NoShortStrFA
*NoLongStrFA
*NoThinStrFA
NoThickStrFA
*StrAreaFA
*StrLengthFA
StrWidthFA
NoStrFD
NoShortStrFD
NoLongStrFD
NoThinStrFD
NoThickStrFD
StrAreaFD
StrLengthFD
StrWidthFD
NoXlinkF

1.56E-06
7.20E-07
3.12E-05
2.89E-04
3.05E-06
3.94E-03
3.67E-06
1.44E-06
5.88E-06
1.39E-06
5.23E-05
8.02E-05
7.55E-04
5.97E-05
5.05E-04
5.38E-05
4.46E-05
6.91E-05
1.83E-06
3.60E-04
4.59E-05
8.25E-03
5.31E-07
5.28E-01
4.99E-07
8.34E-07
1.13E-02
8.27E-07
1.47E-06
5.30E-06
2.07E-05
5.28E-01
1.92E-05
1.83E-05
1.91E-01
4.11E-05
5.40E-05
1.22E-04
4.99E-01
4.99E-01
4.99E-01
5.41E-01
5.12E-01
6.76E-01
9.82E-03

String Length (Septal)
String Width (Septal)
Number of Strings (Septal and Aggregated)
Number of Short Strings (Septal and Aggregated)
Number of Long Strings (Septal and Aggregated)
Number of Thin Strings (Septal and Aggregated)
Number of Thick Strings (Septal and Aggregated)
String Area (Septal and Aggregated)
String Length (Septal and Aggregated)
String Width (Septal and Aggregated)
Number of Strings (Septal and Distributed)
Number of Short Strings (Septal and Distributed)
Number of Long Strings (Septal and Distributed)
Number of Thin Strings (Septal and Distributed)
Number of Thick Strings (Septal and Distributed)
String Area (Septal and Distributed)
String Length (Septal and Distributed)
String Width (Septal and Distributed)
Number of Crosslinks (Septal)
Fibrillar Collagen Percentage
Fibrillar Aggregated Collagen Percentage
Fibrillar Distributed Collagen Percentage
Number of Strings (Fibrillar)
Number of Short Strings (Fibrillar)
Number of Long Strings (Fibrillar)
Number of Thin Strings (Fibrillar)
Number of Thick Strings (Fibrillar)
String Area (Fibrillar)
String Length (Fibrillar)
String Width (Fibrillar)
Number of Strings (Fibrillar and Aggregated)
Number of Short Strings (Fibrillar and Aggregated)
Number of Long Strings (Fibrillar and Aggregated)
Number of Thin Strings (Fibrillar and Aggregated)
Number of Thick Strings (Fibrillarand Aggregated)
String Area (Fibrillar and Aggregated)
String Length (Fibrillar and Aggregated)
String Width (Fibrillar and Aggregated)
Number of Strings (Fibrillar and Distributed)
Number of Short Strings (Fibrillar and Distributed)
Number of Long Strings (Fibrillar and Distributed)
Number of Thin Strings (Fibrillar and Distributed)
Number of Thick Strings (Fibrillar and Distributed)
String Area (Fibrillar and Distributed)
String Length (Fibrillar and Distributed)
String Width (Fibrillar and Distributed)
Number of Crosslinks (Fibrillar)

Quantiﬁcation of collagen
We used 100 morphological features to assess correlations
with METAVIR ﬁbrosis scores. In addition to measurements of total collagen, we obtained measurements of
distributed collagen (ﬁne collagen) and aggregated collagen
(large patches). The collagen was also classiﬁed according to the speciﬁc area (using Delaunay triangulation and

a Voronoi diagram analysis of TPEF images, and distance
and direction analysis of SHG images) as: portal collagen
(portal expansion), septal collagen (bridging ﬁbrosis), and
ﬁbrillar collagen (ﬁne collagen distributed in the pericellular/perisinusoidal space) [31]. Measurements of the collagen
percent area (image segmentation algorithm), collagen
strings (image connected-component algorithm), and collagen connectivity (image skeleton algorithm) were obtained
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Figure 1

Flow chart showing analysis conducted in this study.

Table 2 Demographic and characteristic information of
patients with chronic hepatitis B viral infection.
Characteristic

Total na

Statistics

Male gender
Age (years)b
HBeAg (+)
anti HBe (+)
anti HCV (+)
hepatocellular carcinoma
Alb(g/dL)
Bil-T(mg/dL)
AST(U/L)
ALT(U/L)
PT(sec)
INR
Plt(K/L)
METAVIR stage
0
1
2
3
4

264
264
217
201
210
264
252
259
264
264
263
263
264
244

186 (70.5%)
52 (24—82)
100 (46.1%)
117 (58.2%)
33 (15.7%)
6 (2.3%)
4.46 ± 0.36
1.02 ± 0.44
100 ± 171
167 ± 229
10.9 ± 0.80
1.02 ± 0.07
188 ± 58.4
35
86
47
53
23

(14.3%)
(35.2%)
(19.3%)
(21.7%)
(9.4%)

Values indicate the number of patients with percentages shown
in parentheses or mean ± standard deviation.
a Number of patients with available parameters.
b Median with range shown in parentheses.

from each area. Descriptions of the 100 features are listed
in Table 1.

Statistical analysis
After selecting image features via correlation testing,
signiﬁcantly-correlated feature parameters were used to ﬁt
a linear single-index model. We used the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to illustrate the performance
of the single-index model while taking into account variations in the discrimination threshold. The area under the
ROC curve (AUC) was used to indicate reliability. We narrowed down the feature parameter set to only the items
with the highest predictive power. A Support Vector Machine
(SVM) was used with a training set and a test set (125 sam-

ples for the training set and the remaining 119 samples for
the remaining set) for the selection of parameters based on
the ROC test with respect to METAVIR Scores.

Using SHG/TPEF microscopy to capture
morphological differences
Fig. 2 shows ﬁve representative images for each METAVIR
stage from F0 to F4: F0, no ﬁbrosis; F1, portal ﬁbrosis without septa; F2, portal ﬁbrosis with few septa; F3, numerous
septa without cirrhosis; F4 = cirrhosis. As shown in Fig. 2,
collagen was detected by SHG (green) and hepatocytes were
detected using TPEF (red). The two signals were captured
independently but overlapped visually to facilitate analysis. This approach appears to provide greater clarity in the
rendering of morphological differences, compared to traditional microscopy in which samples are stained and many of
the colors of the structures are relatively similar [16].
Differentiation of morphological features using sophisticated image analysis algorithm
Image segmentation, image connected-component,
image skeleton, and Delaunay triangulation/Voronoi diagram algorithms were used in the extraction of 100 image
feature parameters from the SHG/TPEF images, as listed
in Table 1. We checked the collagen percent area as well
as the connectivity properties and morphology, such as
collagen strings. These parameters were measured over the
entire samples as well as in speciﬁc zones, including zones
of aggregated and distributed collagen [16] and portal,
septal, and ﬁbrillar zones [31]. Aggregated collagen are
large patches while distributed collagen are ﬁne ones.
Portal collagen exists in portal expansion, septal collagen
are the bridging ﬁbrosis between portal areas, and ﬁbrillary
collagen is ﬁne collagen distributed in the pericellular /
perisinusoidal spaces (Fig. 3).
The signiﬁcant correlation between METAVIR Scores,
image parameters, and single-index scores ﬁtted from image
measurements
Among the aforementioned 100 quantitative measurements, 76 presented a signiﬁcant correlation (P < 0.0001)
with METAVIR scoring, under the assumption that METAVIR
scoring was a linear system from 0 to 4. The actual P-values
are listed in Table 1. The 76 signiﬁcantly correlated parameters were ﬁtted as single-index by combining them linearly.
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Figure 2 Example images from SHG/TPEF microscopy in various METAVIR stages. Five representative images for each METAVIR
stage from F0 to F4 exhibit different stages of ﬁbrosis: F0 = no ﬁbrosis; F1 = portal ﬁbrosis without septa; F2 = portal ﬁbrosis with
few septa; F3 = numerous septa without cirrhosis; F4 = cirrhosis.

Fig. 4 presents a boxplot of the SHG percentage vs. combined index with respect to METAVIR stages. The correlation
of METAVIR stages is much better in using the combined index
than in using the SHG percentage. As shown in Fig. 5, ROC
curves were used to evaluate the performance of the index,
wherein the AUCs were approximately 0.77—0.93, much better than the performance of SHG as shown in Fig. 6. From
the ROC curves, Youden’s indices were selected as cut-off
values for the generation of a reference table and bar plot,
as shown in Fig. 6 and Table 3.

Nonlinear model (SVM) was used to identify the
most strongly correlated image parameters from
among the candidates obtained in linear tests
We further narrowed down the features from the 76 identiﬁed in linear tests. SVM was applied to assess the predictive
power of the features, with 125 out of the total 244 samples used as a training set and the remaining 119 samples
used as a test set. Based on exhaustive highest AUC search-

ing, we selected 10 of the image features with values of
approximately 0.76—0.86. (Tables 4 and 5).

Discussion
Quantitative assessments combining non-staining SHG/TPEF
imaging technology and automated image analysis algorithms revealed a signiﬁcant correlation with traditional
pathology staging systems.
SHG/TPEF microscopy, in conjunction with automated
computer analysis, provides notable advantages over traditional methods using stained histological tissue sections and
semi-quantitative scoring systems, notably:
• the elimination of staining can avoid variations induced by
the operator, time-dependent fading, and color blending;
• compared with eyeballing and estimation, the image analysis algorithms in the proposed method provides objective
results;
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Figure 3 Illustration of morphological features with one representative image from the fourth panel of F4 in Fig. 2. We chose
that one because it would be easier to visually spot all the features that were extracted and colored differently from an image of
the late stage. A) The original image. B) Portal, septal and ﬁbrillary collagen. C) Aggregated and distributed collagen. D) Strings,
which are extracted with a connected component algorithm. E) Short and long strings, separated based on the length in Table 1. F)
Thin and thick strings, separated based on the axis ratio (width/length) in Table 1.

Figure 4 Box-plot of SHG vs. combined index with respect to METAVIR stages. The boxes indicate the median, 25th and 75th
percentiles. Asterisks represent outliers.
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Figure 5 ROC test of SHG vs. combined index with respect to METAVIR stages. Overall, test with combined index has higher AUC
than test with SHG only.
Table 4 AUC of SVM model with 10 selected features. Each
row contains a case where SHG itself or a combination of SHG
with an additional feature was used.
Figure 6 Reference bar. The METAVIR scores are plotted at
the median of the stage range.
Table 3 Reference table. Cut-off index values were
selected using Youden’s indices of ROC tests.
METAVIR

0

1

2

3

4

Index

< 41

41-53

54-60

61-77

> 77

• compared with the predictive power of a single overall image feature (SHG), combinations of SHG with the
selected features are more sensitive and more accurate.
A single index ﬁtted with 76 features identiﬁed in linear tests may be used as a reference by physicians. The

Table 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SVM

0 vs. 1234

01 vs. 234

012 vs. 34

0123 vs. 4

1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10

0.829
0.828
0.812
0.794
0.808
0.483
0.805
0.525
0.819
0.823

0.756
0.782
0.784
0.781
0.777
0.778
0.78
0.784
0.787
0.784

0.721
0.737
0.725
0.735
0.74
0.743
0.748
0.756
0.758
0.755

0.657
0.625
0.65
0.731
0.776
0.822
0.806
0.859
0.832
0.815

continuous scale provides accuracy superior to that of
semi-quantitative scoring and thereby might enable the
evaluation of small changes during drug treatment. In addi-

Description and p-value of 10 selected features.
Abbreviation

P-value

Description

SHG
NoStr
NoShortStr
NoLongStr
PortalDIS
NoLongStrP
NoThickStrP
NoStrPA
NoThickStrPA
NoShortStrPD

1.37E-09
6.70E-13
6.55E-13
1.83E-10
8.39E-09
2.56E-08
6.61E-12
7.30E-12
1.09E-11
1.29E-06

SHG percentage (Collagen percentage)
Number of strings (Axis ratio ≤ 0.5)
Number of short strings (Length ≤20 m)
Number of long strings (Length > 20 m)
Portal distributed collagen percentage
Number of long strings (Portal)
Number of thick strings (Portal)
Number of strings (Portal and aggregated)
Number of thick strings (Portal and aggregated)
Number of short strings (Portal and distributed)
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tion, these 76 features were narrowed down by the nonlinear
test to 10 candidate measurements, which can be further
investigated in detail.
Physiological collagens existing in normal liver tissue
were also captured by the highly sensitive SHG microscopy;
however, this is regarded as background noise reducing the
accuracy of the models. In this study, the area highly likely
to contain large vessels (big holes) and capsules (boundaries) were avoided as much as possible during scanning.
In the future, we will include additional methods, such as a
scheme for the automated detection and removal of physiological collagen. This will be particularly helpful in the
examination of large liver resection specimens.
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